
S.H.E, Xing Xing Zhi Huo
nu hai yue guo xiao lu pa shang le shan qiu
The girl walked on a path and climbed up a hill
na shi de ta hai bu dong wei shen me
In those days, the girl still don't know why
ying huo chong dou bu dong
The fire-flies didn't move at all
ting zhu zai ye kong dian liang le xiao xiao yu zhou
Stop at the night sky, they light up a small universe
nu hai man man zhang da que hai she mong dong
The girl slowly grows up but is still ignorant
na shi de ta hai bu dong wei she me
In those days, the girl still don't know why
da ren men neng chou kong
The adults can find time to
wei shi lian he bei jiu que mei kong kan kan xing kong
Drink some beer to cure the disappointment in love But they've no time to look
at the starry sky
&quot;bu yao bu yao wang le zuo guo de meng&quot;
&quot;Don't Don't Forget what you've dreamt of&quot;
tian shang de xing xing fan fu ting ta su shuo xing fen de shan suo
The stars above Are as if listening to what she's stating And shining excitedly
wo yao bian cheng na yi ke xing xing zheng ye dou liang jing jing
I want to become that particular star, Sparkling every night
bu pa ying an de hei ying jiao ao de shan bu ting
Not afraid of the mysterious black shadow, Sparkling arrogantly
SHINING (SHINING) liang li dao yu er dou du ji
SHINING (SHINING) Pretty till the moon's jealous of it
can lan de yi ke xing xing yi shen ye liang jing jing
A glorious star, Is sparkling the whole life
ying wei ye gui da bei ying you le wo de zhi ying
Because the back view of those who went home late Have my guide
SHINING (SHINING) yong qi jiu zai ni shou xin
SHINING (SHINING) The courge is in your hands
nu hai bu zai dan chun que bu gou cheng shou
The girl Is not innocent anymore but still not mature enough
zhe shi de ta sui ran dong wei she me
In those days, Although the girl still don't know why
mei li zhong you ai chou
Glamorous always have plaintive sadness
mei dang you lei er liu que hui dao na ge yu zhou
Whenever there are tears flowing down, It will be back to the universe
nu hai you tian jiang hui dao na li chu zou
The girl Will one day go there
na shi de ta zhong hui wen wei she me
In those days, She'll always ask why
yi ge meng na me zhong
A dream is so heavy
zhi xi wang fang qi qian neng xiang qi na pian xing kong
Only to hope that when decided to give up, Can still think of that starry sky
Twinkle twinkle little star
How i wonder what you are
Believe, believe, believe, you are the only star.
A long time ago a little girl wanted to find her future she went to the
mountain and ask the sky:
&quot;Where is my future?&quot;
And just then, a little star said:
&quot;Sweetie, the future is in your hands!&quot;
Yes, the future is in our hands
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